
Jen’s Notes for TheHorseTrainingChannel.com
Daily Workout #7 It's Showtime

20 Tips & Exercises
To Tighten Up Your Horse's Manners

Without Losing Movement

1. As in the last clinic... when you start out check and see if your horse will break at the
withers, break at the poll
- you want them to break deep at their withers.
- use your hands not your spurs in this exercise

2. Use indirect turns to test and be sure your horse does not want to go forward

3. Lope off (make sure to stay fluid) get horse to swing from behind
-think about it: if he is taking his backend and swinging it our just a little bit, he has to push with his right rear
(see video)
-he is opening his hocks up
-freeing up with his hocks to take nice big strides
-if he's straight, he can lope with a small stride
-make him stay open and big

4. We want our manners and discipline tight but not the horse's legs tight.
-indirect turns keep him limber up front
-keeping his hip pushed in keeps his back end limbered up
-You can move big and be tight in your thought process. A lot of times people push manners and lose
movement because of it.
-counter canter, push around the hip then let him move forward (watch video)

5. Don't hang on his face.
-indirect turn and test horse if he will lean or leak out of turn
-if he does fix it
-if he does not get out of his way and let him do his job
-lope off- push his hip around (counter canter) drop your hands and show
  -take hold (alternate bumping hands) push hip around - open hocks up- show
-if preparing horse for an amatuer, don't hold too much with your spur
-when you feel him get weak in hock push him back up
-when weak up front, stop and fix
-anything Cleve feels... he'll stop and fix

"It may not be perfect or good enough but, for where the horse is today you want him to be obediant, if you push you
want him to give you more, you may want different things from your horse, but, what you are after today is obediance."
..."If I'm asking and he is giving and trying and I feel the give and the try , then I know I am going to continue to get
better and better and I am going to maximize my horse, whether it is good enough to compete at the levels I want, I
don't know. But, I know as long as my horse is trying  and I have ideas to progress my horse and continue to try to make
him physically stronger and better then we are going to continue to make progress."
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6. Short work your horse.
-this time of year you don't want to build up endurance in you horse, you them fit but you want to lunge 30
minutes and them to be tired and ready to show
-when you build up too much air you have to be detrimental to their legs by lunging too long
-there is a fatigue factor in every event and for every horse so don't build it up knowing you will have to go get
to get the horse tired enough to show

7. When your horse is just standing still don't work your spurs to keep his head down.
-you want to know your horse is a willing participant and you don't have to keep asking him to drop his head
-legs do come into play Cleve does ride and use legs but that is too enhance the ride if you are having to use
them at home where horse is comfortable then what will you use when you have to put it all together at the
show?
-at home run on plan A the horse is a willing participant because the rider asks- that they are doing their job
-plan B- use feet to enhance

8. This time of year, don't ride with your hands in the middle- lift your hands up and fix- drop
out and show.

9. Notice Cleve does not come out of an indirect turn and do a loose transition unless he is
working specifically on transitions
-transitions are high maintenance
-make sure not to develop the bad habit of when you release, the horse goes forward
-don't release and lope-looks cool today, but you are not trying to practice pretty
-if they mess up, don't punish, just call the mistake

10. Test and lope horse off towards the rail-make sure that your horse does not see the
fence and mentally leave you.
-if you ask a horse to stop (heading towards the fence) sometimes you don't get near the stop as in the center
because they have seen the rail, they know they get to go over there and take a break
-Cleve wants them to want to be on the rail but not to the extent of mentally leaving the rider and having their
own thought process to get to the rail

11. Lope horse with head towards the rail (and hip off) and then take him back straight. See
video
-make sure you know he's not leaning for when you have to pass
-know he wants to be on the rail but he won't mentally leave you to get to it

12. Open up and swing your legs and test if they will speed up.
-indirect turn-drop head deeper to set shoulders up
-counter canter and push hips over keeps hocks open
-lope towards the rail and stop

13. Don't forget your fundamentals you have been working on the past 6 months or year...
don't forget the rest of your program.
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14. When you get into detail work, every horse has his own weaknesses- whether it's hock,
neck, mental concentration or shoulders, but they can all have the same manners.
-there may be 100 ways to get there but in the show pen everyone plays by the same manners

15.  Every transition is different.
-nobody gets there
-nobody is there
-no one is ever 100% confident of how they will do when they ride inside the showpen that's what keeps it fun
and exciting

16. Have a plan A and work on it extremely hard.
-plan B is to enhance and help you horse through mistakes, build on it and do the best you can do

17. Put the manners to the movement and get your horse to be a willing participant
-don't jam anything right now
-you force and the horse will take it back away from you in the pen

18. Do lots of backing up, sitting, and slowing it down. Lots of walking on the rail.

19. Don't try to work on distance right now, (you should already have that) you are trying to
get mental concentration. If your horse will stay with you mentally, he will do the distance.

20. Take out the guess work and build confidence in your horse.
"Break at the withers, break at the poll... pay attention, pay attention... Right is right and everything else is
wrong. In your own guideline in what you want in your horse. Take out the guess work, the maybes the ifs
thats where it gets confusing to your horse. If you don't know there is no way your horse is going to know. "

"So whether you know or not I always tell people, if you don't know fake it right now.
You have to give the horse the confidence that you know what you are talking about. You know what you
want and you know what you are doing and build the confidence in that horse so that horse will trust you
in the show pen." Cleve Wells
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